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Randall Parrish (1858-1923) was once an American writer of dime novels. His works include:
while desolate tract was once King (1904), My woman of the North (1905), The Sword of the
previous Frontier (1905), Bob Hampton of Placer (1906), Beth Norvell: A Romance of the West
(1907), Prisoners of likelihood (1908), My girl of the South (1909), Keith of the Border (1910),
Love less than hearth (1911), My woman of Doubt (1911), Gordon Craig (1912), Molly
McDonald (1912), The Maid of the wooded area (1913), Shea of the Beth Norvell: A Romance
of the West Irish Brigade (1914), past the Frontier (1916), The Devil's personal (1917), Wolves
of the ocean (1918), The unusual Case of Cavendish (1918), and The Case and the lady
(1922).
4.75 starsThis is among the most unique Westerns i have ever read. Again, Randall Parrish has
proven he can write one other form of fullyyt assorted story. he is bought to be the most flexible
writers i have ever loved reading.The considered marriage vs. divorce used to be very
thoughtfully and Scripturally dealt with, which I significantly appreciated. Also, I enjoyed how the
hero, in a tough spot which could were gravely tempting, tells the heroine... "I am now not your
conscience...you needs to pray and search God." Spoken like a real hero!
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